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Were you there, were you there, when they crucified my Lord
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American Negro Songs
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Tendencies in Modern
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Wring out my cloths

Such love does
the sky now pour
that whenever I stand in a field

I have to wring out the light
when I get
home.
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Notes for Living
  

The Book of Awakening 
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People say we're all seeking a meaning for life. I don't think
that's what we're really seeking. I believe we're seeking an
experience of being alive.
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Blowing in the Wind
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It wants to go to bed with us 
You' can be myself or it
can be another person, someone whom I'm addressing, and so can 'he'
and 'she' and for that matter 'we' 

        
  The arctic honey blabbed over the
report causing darkness
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    Faithful and Virtuous Night 
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We look at the world once, in childhood.
The rest is memory.
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The Poetry of Louise Gluck: A Thematic In-
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My memory is like a basement filled with old papers:
Nothing ever changes.
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Ararat
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 ...Human
nature was originally one and we were a whole, and the desire and
pursuit of the whole is called love.

Eleusinian mystery Averno
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Para ode 
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the most brutal
and sorrow filled book of American poetry published in the last 25
years 
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Illustrated Anthology of Nature Poetry   
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Thus Spake Altazar
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 Poems and Antipoems     

     
     


     






        




outcast
         


An outcast is a person who is not involved with a particular
group of people or organization or who does not live in a
particular place, also a person or animal with only a slight

chance of winning.
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I take back everything I've said 
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     An Anthology of Twentieth
Century Brazilian Poetry 
Poets of Brazil
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The Star-apple Kingdom

I'm just a red nigger who love the sea,
I had a sound colonial education,
I have Dutch, nigger and English in me,
and either I'm nobody , or I'm a nation.

       
 


I had no nation now, but the imagination.
After the white man, the niggers didn't want me
when the power swing to their side.
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The first chain my hands and apologize history;
the next said I wasn't black enough for their pride
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Blackness is not absence, but refusal
celebration of blackness 
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Narrowspeak
       
 



 
A Murrayesque poet must be prepared to
be a medium for voices of experienceA cockspur Bush 
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Interior Landscape: Love Poems from a Classical Tamil Anthol-
ogyPoems of Love and War: From the Eight Anthologies and
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Love Stands Alone: Selections from Tamil Sangam Poetry 
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 Hymns for the Drowning   


Endless Song 
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The Azhwars:
For the Love of God       


          Andal, The
Autobiography of a Goddess
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For thee, O boy,
First shall the earth, untilled, pour freely forth
Her childish gifts, the gadding ivy-spray
With foxglove and Egyptian bean-flower mixed,
And laughing-eyed acanthus. Of themselves,
Untended, will the she-goats then bring home
Their udders swollen with milk.








Peach Blossom Spring 


There was fertile land, beautiful pools, mulberry trees
and bamboo, and roads and paths for travel; chickens
and dogs could be heard.



The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed that some-
one took and sowed in his field; it is the smallest of all
the seeds, but when it has grown it is the greatest of
shrubs and becomes a tree, so that the birds of the heaven
come and make nests in its branches.
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 Confucius after twenty four centuries stirs
Pound into speech; Pound after twenty four centuries lends Confucius
his voice
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(Buddhist Texts through Ages, edited by Edward Conze
(The
Buddhist Tradition in India, China and Japan 
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     One Hundred Poems of Kabir



A Weaver Named Kabir
The Weavers Songs 

 Songs of Kabir      
The Bijak of Kabir 


     Kabir, The Weaver of God's
Name Kabir, The Great
Mystic        
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 Beloved Bapu, The Gandhi-Mirabehn Corre-
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Songs from Prison 
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Tagore vis-
a-vis Kabir 
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Meera
and Me
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Babes, I'll be a nun, Oh yeah!

I'll drape the very yarn spun.
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Calm and content within
that pleases by Dark one, Oh yeah!

I'll hold by balance, Oh yeah!

I'll chant and focus on the name,
Of the Eternal One, Oh yeah!

I'll paint my body with wisdom,
And etch Him in my person, Oh yeah!

I'll cling to His feet and hum,
Holy hymns with affection, Oh yeah!

Of my body I'll make a guitar,
His songs on it I'll strum, Oh yeah!

O Meera's Lord of the Mountain
The saints are my companions, Oh yeah!
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      energetic 
   Meera met her Mountain
ManMeera's is the mighty MilkmanHe who held the hill
high       
Honey, my guy, my boss, baby
 




Ma, He wed me/In my dream 
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Love: Suradas Sings to Krishna
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What
is poetry
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Love Songs of Chandidas, The Rebel Poet-Priest of
Bengal 
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Love and price go hand in hand
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Singing to the Goddess:
Poems to Kali and Uma from Bengal
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Purabi: The East in its Feminine Gender 
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Plants and Flowers in Tagore's
Songs 
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Glimpses of Bengal: Selected Letters
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Letters From

A Young Poet
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This is my letter to the world, that never wrote to me
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The Beloved is about to leave my neighbourhood;
O Lord, what shall I do?

        

        




       
      




      

 paraphrase
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Shah Abdul Latif of Bhit: His Poetry, Life and Times











        



       
Glimpses of the Beloved: One Hundred Po-
ems from Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai 
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 Ghalib, Life, Letters and Ghazals   
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 Mirza Ghalib: Selected Letters and Lyrics  
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loved Delhi 
        

The Last Mushairah of Delhi
The Last Gathering

       



The Last Mushairah of Delhi
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The Best of Faiz
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Again, I am a rival of spring-
such is my sorrow today over friends lost.


         





      
      





       









O Faiz, let things take their own course-
you'd better keep spinning out your verses
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Great Urdu Rubais, Qatas and Couplets
Great
Urdu Ghazals  Great Urdu Nazms    
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Songs from Prison
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The Indian Poetic Tradition: An Anthology of Poetry
from the Vedic Period to the Seventeenth Century 1983
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AGANIST GRIEVING

All Savings add to loss, all flights to falls
All meetings to divorces, lives to deaths.

In peace men die, the soldier lives in death
No one can cross the sweeping line that death draws.

Men blossom out of nothing, then sink back.
The order, once for all, is set. Why wail?

You get no closer to your dear one or
To death by crying. Things never change for tears.

Death includes it all, all castes, all kinds.
He is no man's enemy and no man's friend.



878 

Wind can flatten grass from any side
Death can flatten everything at will.

All living things are heading to one end
If one gets there ahead, is this a grief?

Death is the cook. He wipes out all those born.
He watches over sleep. No one gets by him.

Youth, beauty, force, riches, health and friends
For what will perish sages have no love.

This is not yours alone. All men partake
In suffering that comes as it must come.

What a man did will sleep with him, and rise
With him and chase him when he runs ahead.






CITY IN MOURNING

Ayodhya, great city, seems
Like the night itself, in the pitch of dark
Where only cats are awake and owls,
Where men and monkeys keep to cover.

It looks like a river drying up
So that its shallows heat too soon.
And waterfowl must surface, fish
And crocodiles restlessly stir.

It looks like a ruined army, warriors
Fallen everywhere, armour
Broken, elephants fallen, horses
And chariots fallen, banners thrown down.

It looks like the tide at the ebb, brushed back
By a calm breeze, utterly quiet
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After its hour or foam and roar,
After its highest lifting wave.

It looks like an altar given up
After the Soma has been pressed
The sacrificial implements
Left here and there, the priests all gone.

It looks like a cow come into heat
But lacking the service of a bull
And standing, desolate, in the pen
Refusing the offered new cut grass.

It looks like a necklace with the stones
That made it precious all removed
Stones whose lustre glittered out
Perfectly round, the rarest kind.

It looks like a drunken party all
the drinkers departed, having left
Behind their refuse, a carpeting
Of broken cups, voided of wine.

       







Nature's first green is gold
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